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Question: 1
Scenario: An administrator is implementing a WANScaler appliance in the branch office of a
telemarketing environment. Most of the traffic in this environment is voice over IP based.
However, the billing and collections team needs access to web servers in the corporate office.
Users in this environment have complained that it takes too long for them to access data in the
morning, between 9:00 AM and 10:30 AM. Coincidentally, this is when most of the billing and
collections employees begin their day. Which traffic type could the administrator accelerate in this
environment?
A. FTP
B. UDP
C. HTTP
D. Telnet
Answer: C
Question: 2
Scenario: An administrator is implementing a WANScaler appliance in an environment where the
majority of the traffic types are candidates for acceleration. There is an undetermined amount of
critical unaccelerated traffic that needs to be considered.
Which two options should the administrator implement to ensure that unaccelerated network
traffic types are not suppressed in this environment? (Choose two.)
A. Select hardboost.
B. Select partial bandwidth.
C. Fix the bandwidth limit to 50%.
D. Set the initial bandwidth to 90%.
Answer: B, D
Question: 3
In a high availability pair, configuration changes should be made using which IP address?
A. Virtual IP address
B. Subnet IP address
C. WANScaler IP address
D. Management IP address
Answer: A
Question: 4
Scenario: An administrator designing a WANScaler implementation would like the implementation
to be set up based on the following considerations:
1.The data center supports multiple branch offices, of which only one has a WANScaler
appliance.
2.The branch office WANScaler appliance should connect directly to the WAN router for the
branch office.
3.The headquarters WANScaler appliance should connect directly to the WAN router for the
headquarters.
4.All traffic from the branch office to servers at the headquarters should flow through the branch
office WANScaler appliance. Which WANScaler deployment topology should be used in this type
of implementation?
A. Star
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B. Token Ring
C. Point-to-point
D. Hub-and-spoke
Answer: C
Question: 5
Which TCP variant would be appropriate in an environment where a site is connected to multiple
WAN links, each of which has no guaranteed bandwidth?
A. Inline
B. Variable
C. Softboost
D. Hardboost
E. Full bandwidth
Answer: C
Question: 6
Scenario: An administrator would like to implement five WANScaler appliances in an
environment. Four of the appliances are deployed in the branch offices and one in the data
center. Each office has a single circuit to the data center. All appliances will be implemented in
inline mode. The administrator wants to leverage the automatic bandwidth allocation feature. The
administrator has decided that WANScaler QoS will not be implemented in this environment.
Which physical WANScaler topology will be appropriate for this implementation?
A. Mesh
B. Full Mesh
C. Point-to-point
D. Hub-and-spoke
Answer: D
Question: 7
An administrator is implementing WANScaler appliances in an environment.
The administrator has been instructed to configure WANScaler appliances to accelerate traffic.
What are three types of traffic that can be accelerated by WANScaler appliances? (Choose
three.)
A. SIP
B. FTP
C. NFS
D. CIFS
E. TFTP
Answer: B, C, D
Question: 8
Scenario: An administrator is instructed to implement two WANScaler appliances in high
availability mode for a virtual inline deployment. In this environment, the switches and routers are
already connected. What is the minimum number of Ethernet cables required to set up the
WANScaler appliances in a single LAN, single WAN deployment?
A. 1
B. 2
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C. 3
D. 4
Answer: B
Question: 9
An administrator would like to implement a WANScaler appliance as depicted in the attached
diagram.
Click the 'Exhibit' button to view the diagram.

In which deployment mode will the WANScaler appliance be implemented in this environment?
A. Inline
B. WCCP
C. Point-to-point
D. Virtual inline with policy-based routing
Answer: D
Question: 10
What should an administrator do to ensure that traffic is sent to the desired appliance when
configuring WANScaler appliances in group mode?
A. Turn one of the appliances off in the group mode.
B. Assign the virtual IP address to the primary appliance.
C. Create forwarding rules that use explicit IP addresses.
D. Create a service class policy to manage the distribution of traffic.
Answer: C
Question: 11
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